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Purpose
Excessive Speed and Aggressive Driving Behavior
The neighborhood along Summit Road, Carol Lane and the surrounding streets is
dealing with excessive speed and aggressive driving. The concern is drivers are bringing
the speed and behavior from Route 352 or King Road into our neighborhood and that
does not mix well with how we use our streets.
On Summit from Carol to 352 we have 20 children, on Carol from King to Summit we
have 10 children and on Kevin way we have 9 children. We also have many neighbors
who use our streets to walk, jog and ride bicycles. This is a neighborhood; the
aggressive driving is dangerous for the pedestrians and children who use our streets.
We are asking the township to meet with us and discuss the installation of traffic
calming measures to slow down the speed along our streets before a tragedy occurs.
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Traffic Flows
It is important for the township to understand that we are seeing the following traffic
patterns through our neighborhood.

The majority of the traffic is using Summit/Carol to cut through—this is represented by
the red line. We are also seeing drivers use Summit to Madeline to King—this is
represented by the blue line. During high traffic, like our evening rush hour, drivers are
using Summit to Carol, but if the intersection at Carol/King is congested, drivers will
then use either Kevin Way or Queen Anne to Madeline to King, represented by the
green lines.
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Concerns
There are certain parts of Summit, Carol and surrounding streets that have general
engineering problems. This includes parts of the streets being narrow, blind curves,
hidden driveways and misaligned streets. All of these problems combined with high
speed and aggressive driving decreases the safety for the pedestrians and children
using the streets, putting them at serious risk.

Summit Road

On Summit, from 352 to Carol, there are several areas of concern. We have drivers
who are exiting from 352 to Summit at a high rate of speed, and are carrying that speed
to the intersection of Summit/Woodcrest. We are also seeing a high rate of speed on
the section of Summit between Woodcrest and Carol.
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In the satellite image above we list “dangerous curve due to limited sight lines.” Below
is a street level image of that curve.

On Summit, from Woodcrest to 352, it bends to the right creating a blind spot. Traffic
either ignores the stop sign or acceralates hard from the stop towards 352 creating a
verydangerous situation for pedestrians.
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This part of Summit is very narrow. The homes are built close to the street. One side
has a raised curb and the other side has brush and trees. This limits where pedestrians
can walk, which means they are walking in the street making it dangerous for them as
cars drive by. Again, please keep in mind that on Summit from Carol to 352 we have 20
children so walking to the bus stop can be extremely dangerous.
In fact, when the children at 205 Summit began at Sugartown Elementary, the bus stop
was originally designated at Summit and Woodcrest. The short walk to the stop was
concerning given the high speed of drivers and their lack of attention (texting, etc.) that
it was brought to the attention of the Great Valley School District and the bus company.
After surveying the area and a careful review of the situation, the district and the bus
company decided the stop would be permanently moved to the end of the driveway at
205 Summit to make it safer—and to ensure no tragic incidents occur.
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This part of Summit is also very narrow. One side has a raised curb and the other side
has brush and trees. This limits where pedistrians can walk, which means they are
walking in the street making it very dangerous. As you can see in the above image, we
are seeing high rates of speed.
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Madeline Drive

There are a lot of drivers who use Summit to Madeline to King. We believe more cut
through traffic is using Madeline to exit our neighborhood because there is a better line
of sight when pulling out of Madeline to King. We are seeing high rates of speed on
Madeline and that is, again, very dangerous to pedestrians.
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Carol Lane

There are two main concerns with Carol Lane. When drivers are turning onto Carol
from King, they are turning at a high rate of speed and also are turning wide, so many
drivers turn and are in the opposite lane. In the images below, you can see there is a
blind curve when turning onto Carol. There have been times when people have been
walking there and have almost been hit by cars making that turn because they are
coming so quickly and cannot see when making the turn.
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We are also seeing a high rate of speed on the Carol between King and Summit.
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Intersection Carol and Summit

Traffic is approaching the stop signs at very high rates of speed, resulting in drivers just
coasting through and never stopping. This is the exact behavior that we are concerned
about because many of these drivers who are approaching the stop signs are looking
for other drivers and not pedestrians or children. They are also not only driving at high
rates of speed, but we have observed them texting while driving—yet another
confluence of factors that will be—at some point—deadly for one of our families.
In the images below you can see both vehicles are going at a high rate of speed when
they should be slowing down. Both of these vehicles blew through the stop sign.
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The image below represents the daily scenario we are witnessing along our streets.
The image shows a Maroon Toyota 4Runner. Each day, Monday thru Friday, at noon,
this driver comes down Summit, goes to Madeline and uses Madeline to exit to King
Road. At 12:50 p.m. this driver comes up King Road, turns right onto Carol and as you
can see is doing 32 mph. This individual is a very aggressive driver, one that rarely stops
at stop signs and uses several traffic paths through our neighborhood. He is not the
only one; we have dozens and dozens of drivers who are following this same route.
This is important because when we do a traffic study on Carol, it does not account for
these drivers using Madeline to get to King Road.
These high rates of speed are unacceptable for our street. The speed limit is 25 mph
and we believe all cars should be doing 25 mph or less. This is why we need traffic
calming measures. In our situation, the PennDOT handbook suggests self-policing
traffic measures like speed humps.
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Solutions

e
We recommend installing speed humps at the locations shown in the above image. The
speed humps will be in accordance to the PennDOT traffic calming handbook. They will
be similar to speed humps installed along Sidley Road or Monument Ave. The goal is to
take away the acceleration that occurs up and down our streets.
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Speed Humps

There is a difference between speed humps and speed bumps. What were installed
along Carol, temporarily, were speed bumps. Technically, speed bumps are designed
for store fronts or parking lots and are not meant for neighborhood streets. We are
asking for speed humps (image above).
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Speed Hump Examples
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Three-Way Stops Signs

We recommend installing three-way stop signs at the following intersections. This
would be in addition to the speed humps above. The idea is to give us several layers of
traffic calming measures very similar to what they have on E. Broad Street in the
borough.
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Questions

1. Can we use stops signs along Summit, Carol and Madeline?
2. Can we use portable crosswalk signs at the intersections?
3. What can we do at the intersection of Carol and King? How do we slow down drivers turning
onto Carol?
4. Our officers told us they do not pull over until cars are 13 to 15mph over the speed limit.
What can we do to change this?
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